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Key Syntax Requirements (Designs)
 Use ‘logic’ type for all signals within designs

 Always use ‘always_ff’ for FlipFlop/Register blocks

 Always use ‘always_comb’ for non-trival

combinational logic

 Only use dataflow for trivial combinational logic

 Always use ‘casez’ for case statements

 Always use a default value for every signal assigned in 

an ‘always_comb’



Test Bench Requirements
 Repeated work must be done with tasks or loops

 Repeated in different sections -> task

 Repeated in contiguous section -> loops

 Create test bench ‘navigation signals’
 Needed to for keeping consistent reference of where you 

are in the test bench

 Use integer counting variables for tracking test steps

 Use string variables for labeling test sections/steps

 Will be Critical for during Full Processor Debugging



Arrays
 Packed

 Bit vector equivalent

 Elements located adjacent to each other

 Example: logic [31:0] intelligent

 How you should declare arrays within designs

 Unpacked
 Elements are not located adjacent to each other

 Example: logic this [31:0]

 Only helpful in test benches



Always blocks
 In the always_comb block (All decisions / Logic)

 Sequential Parsed

 No time passes until end of block is reached

 Think of it as describing a precedence rule

 Use default values to prevent inferred latches

 Only use blocking assignments

 In the always_ff block (Registers only)
 Only use non-blocking assignments

 Never use default values

 Should only contain simple FlipFlop definition and write enables



Assignments
 Continuous 

 assign signal = 1;

 Blocking in always_comb block
 Sequential

 signal = 1;

 Non-blocking in always_ff block
 Parallel

 signal <= 1;



There are 10 types of people
 Casez statements

 Use default values at start of ‘always_comb’ instead of 

default case

 Explicitly specify number base for all constants
 1’b0

 1’h0

 1’d0



Interfaces and packages
 Interfaces

 Collection of signals
 Can specify module ports

 Choose signals and direction

 Reduce typing the same signal declaration multiple times

 Used to define standard busses and cable like connections

 Packages
 Great for typedefs

 Include then import

 Typedefs share package namespace



Interfaces example
`include “cpu_types_pkg.vh”

interface register_file_if;
// import types
import cpu_types_pkg::*;

logic         WEN;
regbits_t wsel, rsel1, rsel2;
word_t wdat, rdat1, rdat2;

// rf ports
modport rf ( input WEN, wsel, rsel1, rsel2, wdat,

output rdat1, rdat2);

// rf tb ports
modport tb ( input rdat1, rdat2,

output WEN, wsel, rsel1, rsel2, wdat);
endinterface



Inferred latch
 In always_comb block

 When a value is not assigned for all paths
 If (something) a = b;
 Casez (4bitsofsomething)

 4b`0000: a = 0;
 4b`0001: a = 1;
 4b`0010: a = 2;
 4b`0100: a = 3;
 4b`1000: a = 4;

 Start with a default value at the start of the always_comb 
block
 Guaranteed to prevent inferred latches



Useful tidbits
 $size()

 Logic [2:0] array; 

 $size(array); // 3 for (int j = 0; j < $size(array); j++)

 Assigning a lot of 0s or 1s? Like 32 of them.
 ‘0, ‘1

 Concatenate
 fourbitsignal = {1’b0,1’b1,2’b0};

 Casting
 Myenumsig = enum_t’(logicsig);



Other Data types
 Enumerations

 Strongly typed

 Must cast to enum type when assigning.

 User types
 Typedef like in C

 Unlike C
 Int unsigned



Interface example
Interface my_if;

logic inp1, inp2, outp1, outp2;

modport dev (

input inp1, inp2,

output outp1, outp2

);

endinterface



Interface usage
module  dev (input logic CLK, nRST, my_if.dev myif);
always_ff @(posedge CLK) begin

if (!nRST) begin 
myif.inp1 <= ‘0; 

end
else if (myif.inp2) begin 

myif.inp1 <= myif.outp1; 
end

end

assign myif.outp2 = (myif.inp2) ? ‘b1 : ‘b0;

endmodule



Synthesizable
 Never forget the

 Begin
 End

 No dynamic arrays
 If you don’t know, I’m not showing you.

 Follow RTL Style from 337
 always_ff for registers
 always_comb or dataflow for all logic/decisions

 Keep logic code separate for independent decisions
 Far easier to debug designs
 More consistent synthesis


